
Compa�ble with Many Common File Formats
Compares Pages with Complex Layouts

 Direc�ons For Use (DFU’s)
 Product Informa�on
 Packaging
 Manuals 

 Labels
 Inserts
 Contracts
 Image Inspec�on

Compare unlike documents such as 
mul�-column PDF files against approved Word 
documents u�lizing the zoning tool. By applying 
zones, or controlled extrac�on markers, over 
the content in the correct reading order, allows 
Quantum Compare to accurately inspect 
documents with unique layouts and different 
number of pages with ease. Guarantee content 
correctness by inspec�ng digital documents at 
the Unicode level with Quantum Compare.

ADAPTABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Cut Your Review Time By Over 90%!

A versa�le and user friendly 
document comparison system for fast 
and accurate review of digital files.

Quantum Compare™ is a 21 CFR part 11 compliant Unicode 
based inspec�on solu�on capable of detec�ng devia�ons 
between two digital documents in their na�ve layout, in any 
language, in seconds. By extrac�ng and comparing the 
Unicode, operators can feel certain the results will be 100% 
accurate every �me.

Should the content deviate due to added, deleted, or 
modified copy, Quantum Compare will apply digital markers 
around the area for easy review.

The simple load-and-compare process for like-documents 
helps operators quickly analyze digital files, improve quality, 
save �me, and avoid recalls.
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Pharma Compliance: 
Op�onal user management func�onality to grant/restrict 
access rights to the program ensuring only authorized users 
can perform inspec�ons and sign-off on projects. 

Digital Audit Trail:
A background system audit trail will monitor all ac�vi�es 
carried out within Quantum Compare which ensure 100% 
accountability and offers printable project logs. 

Scalability:
Standardize your company’s inspec�on procedures by 
installing Quantum Compare on your network server and 
accessing from client PC's via RDP or desktop shortcut.

Op�ons Document Merge:
Combine multiple documents into one portfolio within 
Quantum Compare and avoid multiple reports and reduce 
redundancies. 

Medical Dictionary*:
Con�irm your spelling of complex medical terminology 
with the medical dictionary plug-in.

Spell Check:
Reduce your review time further by performing a quick 
spell check of your documents within Quantum Compare.

Localization*:
Reduce the learning curve at international sites by 
implementing Quantum Compare in multiple languages: 
English, French, Italian or Spanish.

*Available for an additional charge.

Compare Your Documents in the Na�ve or Legacy View. 

Na�ve Layout View: Inspect two like-documents in their na�ve layouts and know exactly where you are in the document every step of the way.

Legacy Text Compare View: Comparisons of complex unlike-documents with heavy content reflow are simple with the legacy text compare view. 

Use the Navigator tool to easily cycle through all 
differences detected. Quickly determine what the 
change was, whether it is present on the master or 
sample file, and apply comments that will be found on 
the final report.

Omit known differences, such as symbols,  from being 
flagged that otherwise may overburden the operator. 

NAVIGATION


